Informal Logic is an introductory guidebook to the basic principles of constructing sound arguments and criticizing bad ones. Non-technical in approach, it is based on 186 examples, which Douglas Walton, a leading authority in the field of informal logic, discusses and evaluates in clear, illustrative detail. Walton explains how errors, fallacies, and other key failures of argument occur. He shows how correct uses of argument are based on sound strategies for reasoned persuasion and critical responses. Among the many subjects covered are: forms of valid argument, defeasible arguments, relevance, appeals to emotion, personal attack, straw man argument, jumping to a conclusion, uses and abuses of expert opinion, problems in drawing conclusions from polls and statistics, loaded terms, equivocation, arguments from analogy, and techniques of posing, replying to, and criticizing questions. This new edition takes into account many new developments in the field of argumentation study that have occurred since 1989, many created by the author. Drawing on these developments, Walton includes and analyzes 36 new topical examples and also brings in recent work on argumentation schemes. Ideally suited for use in courses in informal logic and introduction to philosophy, this book will also be valuable to students of pragmatics, rhetoric, and speech communication.
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Users Review
From reader reviews:
Joshua Lippert:
A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them loved ones or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity this is look different you can read the book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent the whole day to reading a e-book. The book Informal Logic: A Pragmatic Approach it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of people that recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough space bringing this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book through your smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book possesses high quality.
George Finch:
Do you have something that you like such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like comic, brief story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not striving Informal Logic: A Pragmatic Approach that give your fun preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said as the means for people to know world far better then how they react when it comes to the world. It can't be said constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to always be success person. So , for all you who want to start studying as your good habit, you are able to pick Informal Logic: A Pragmatic Approach become your starter.
Chad Brown:
Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you can have it in ebook means, more simple and reachable. This particular Informal Logic: A Pragmatic Approach can give you a lot of close friends because by you checking out this one book you have factor that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success.
